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Sanctions  don’t  work.  They’re  counterproductive  and  ineffective.  They’re  imposed  for
punitive reasons, yet accomplish nothing other than harming ordinary people in targeted
nations.

US sanctions on Russia failed,  its  economy growing again this  year,  expecting greater
growth in 2018. Many years of Iran and North Korea sanctions did nothing to change their
policies, just the opposite. Both countries became more determined to defend themselves
against feared US aggression.

Nuclear weapons aside which Iran lacks, its military matches or exceeds the capability of
other Middle East nations.

Nuclear  armed North  Korea’s  military  is  formidable.  Both  nations  face  the  risk  of  US
aggression. In Iran’s case, Israel poses a major threat.

For both countries, military power is essential for self-defense, neither nation an aggressor.
Their histories proves it, providing clear evidence neither country threatens any others.

They’re threatened, not the other way around, requiring a strong defense. North Korea
decided to include nuclear weapons in its arsenal, believing they’re the best way to deter US
aggression.

Iran advocates a nuclear-free region, a world free from these weapons of mass destruction.
It  developed its military with powerful conventional weapons – never attacking another
nation in centuries, threatening none now.

Piling on more sanctions against these or other countries makes them more determined to
enhance their defense capabilities. Anything less would be irresponsible.

The problem of their military capabilities lies in Washington, not their seats of government.
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If America’s rage for global dominance didn’t exist, nor Israel’s quest for regional hegemony,
North Korea and Iran wouldn’t have gone all-out to develop potent military capabilities.

In going along with Washington’s demand for tougher Security Council sanctions on North
Korea, along with earlier rounds, Russia and China acted irresponsibly.

They bowed to America’s imperial will,  failing to reject it,  imposing enormous harm on
ordinary North Koreans, accomplishing nothing else.

According  to  China’s  Global  Times  (GT),  representing  Beijing’s  views,  its  government
“object(ed) to a maritime military blockade against Pyongyang that might trigger conflict.”

Fact: By banning most DPRK imports, including food and other essentials, China and Russia
effectively agreed to a partial  blockade – a shameful  act by both countries,  siding with an
imperial aggressor, opposing the aggrieved nation.

GT:  New sanctions  show “the  determination  of  major  powers  to  prevent  the  country
conducting further tests.”

Fact: Each round of sanctions encouraged Pyongyang to continue developing its nuclear and
ballistic missile capabilities, nothing to curtail them.

GT:  “The international  community is  hoping new sanctions stop Pyongyang conducting
nuclear activities and make Washington more patient to break the stalemate.”

Fact: Chances for accomplishing these objectives are virtually nil. Russia and China know it –
why pretend otherwise!

GT: “The US military threat does not sound like a mere verbal menace anymore. Now is
undoubtedly the most insecure time for Pyongyang since the 1950s.”

Fact: Indeed so! Sanctions achieve nothing toward reducing the threat North Korea faces.

Fact: America is a notorious bully, a threat to world peace. The only language it understands
is force, targeting nations it can easily overwhelm.

Fact: Combined, Russian and Chinese military capabilities match Washington’s. Instead of
going along with its imperial designs, including sanctions on North Korea, both countries
should challenge the Trump administration – short of risking war.

Fact: When confronted by strength matching its own, bullies usually back off. Failing to do
so makes matters worse.

In the case of North Korea, it advances things closer to war on the peninsula, the risk
greater after the latest round of sanctions, not the other way around.

GT: China is “sympathetic toward North Korean people that suffer the hardships. We hope
the sanctions only target its nuclear development and missile activities. We do not want to
hurt people’s livelihoods or impair the stability of the” nation.

Fact:  That’s  precisely  what  multiple  rounds  of  sanctions  did.  Since  first  imposed  on  its
nuclear program in 2006, it steadily advanced, far more capable now than then, along with
ballistic missiles able to travel longer distances.
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A nuclear-free world would be ideal – not as long as America maintains an arsenal, its
capability Trump and other US hawks intend enhancing.

Perhaps they’ll be used against North Korea, Iran and/or another targeted country ahead.

The  DPRK  wants  peace,  a  formal  end  to  the  1950s  conflict,  recognition  of  its  sovereign
rights,  and  oppressive  sanctions  lifted.

America wants endless wars of aggression, seeking subservience of all nations to its will.

Unless challenged, global war may be inevitable – China and Russia the only nations able to
do it effectively.

Appeasing hegemons doesn’t work. Confronting them responsibly may be the only way “to
save succeeding generations from the scourge of  war,  which twice in our lifetime has
brought untold sorrow to mankind” – as stated by the UN Charter’s Preamble.

A Final Comment

In response to the latest SC sanctions, Pyongyang’s Korean Central News Agency (KCNA)
said the following:

“We will  further consolidate our self-defensive nuclear deterrence aimed at
eradicating the US nuclear threats and establishing the balance of force with
it.”

DPRK nuclear weapons aim to protect the nation against “the blackmail of
American imperialists.”

“The US should not forget that the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea has
rapidly emerged as a strategic state capable of posing a substantial nuclear
threat to the US mainland.”

Likely not yet,  perhaps soon, and the DPRK’s message is clear.  It  intends pursuing its
nuclear and ballistic missile capabilities as long as it fears possible US aggression.

No matter how severe, sanctions won’t stop it from advancing its ability to defend the
nation.

Stephen Lendman is a Research Associate of the CRG, Correspondent of Global Research
based in Chicago.
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